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Today we are reviewing a furry
fighting game completely built
around Sonic the Hedgehog and
recognizable characters from this
franchise. The plot is based on
the events from the book "Sonic
the Hedgehog" (in translation -
Sonic against the hedgehog)
based on the video game series
Sonic the Goblin. The plot
revolves around the Red Sox
(creator of "Super Mario RPG")
who is in love with Sonic the
Hedgehog. From his friend Alix,
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who disappeared during a
robbery of a store and before
that met with Red, he lost all his
memories. What the hedgehog
Sonic has not experienced to
become strong and successful,
but he is still not able to come to
terms with his fate and is always
looking for a way to save his best
friend. Although he had already
forgotten who he was. But he
still remembers his past, namely
the moment when he got into the
dog's body. But all this past
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haunts him and he will try to
regain his happiness even after
losing everything. Mad Dog City
is the first game in the Sonic
video game series. The
protagonist of "MAD DOG
CITY" is the legendary
conqueror of roads and fields
"Sonic" - a physicist and scientist
who, together with his friends,
fights crime. The game is
rightfully considered one of the
best games in the series, and
therefore it is constantly being
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released a sequel - "Special
Edition" and an add-on. In 2007,
the game "SONIC the
HEADSHOCK NIGHT", based
on "Silent Hill" with characters
from "MODS", was released for
the PlayStation Portable console.
In 2008, "SYNCHRONICS: The
Mechanical Animals - The
Megaforce 2" was released.
Manga "Sonic the Hare" - a
cartoon manga created by John
Cannonberry in 1985, whose
characters are Sonic and Sonic
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the Hedgehog, who worked at
different times in the corporation
"UH-1" - a railway institute that
invented the sonic whistle. â†‘
"San and All" is the first PC
RPG developed by Capcom.
Conceptually, the game is a
sequel to the original 1999
"Sangetsu no Sangetsuku"
(Japanese spelling). This is the
first RPG game for P
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